It’s no April Fool’s Joke!

By eating at (or taking out) Mandarin Reading this April 1st, you can help make a donation to Reading Scholarship Foundation just by handing in the below form!

Imagine: Having dinner can help send a student to college!

Eat at Mandarin Reading on Wednesday, April 1st, hand in the below coupon, and Mandarin Reading will donate to Reading Scholarship Foundation! Works on take out orders too!

----------------------------------------------- PLEASE CUT OUT AND BRING COUPON -----------------------------------------------

READING SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION, INC.

Dine to Donate Day
Wednesday, April 1st, 2020

Mandarin Reading Restaurant

Mandarin Reading will donate 20 percent of your food and beverages to our Foundation, BUT only if you hand this to your server when dining in or simply present it to the front desk when picking up takeout orders

Your email: ____________________________________________________________

Amount of meal excluding tax: __________________________________________
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